Exhibits
1. Welcome Tent
2. LDEO Gift Shop
3. Earth2Class
4. Earth On Alert
5. CIESIN
6. Core Repository/Seismology, Geology, Tectonophysics (SG&T)
7. Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS)
8. Food Tent
9. Geochemistry
10. Academic Resources
11. Earthquake Instrument Museum

Restrooms

Handicapped Access
12. Ocean and Climate Physics (OCP)
13. CICAR
14. Earth Science Lectures
15. International Research Institute on Climate and Society (IRI)/Tropical Agriculture Program
16. Marine Geology and Geophysics (MG&G)/Marine Operations
17. Tree Ring Lab
18. Bathtub Science
20. LDEO Child Development Center
21. The Rose Garden

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY GO TO ANY LAMONT PHONE AND DIAL 555. STATE YOUR EMERGENCY AND YOUR LOCATION.